Engineering Sustainable Future

53% of small to medium size business have no
methods in place for environmental and energy
eﬃciency management systems.

The government now requires you to have a strategy in
place.
It’s hard enough to manage the behaviour of your business and deal with rising operational costs,
all while trying to meet complex government energy regulations such environmental
management ISO 14001 and energy management ISO 50001.
The rapidly changing needs of the energy sector and changes to the laws now involves high-level
reporting and control. If not, you could be breaching environmental laws and legal risk to you or
your business.
Businesses are adopting environmental action plans in response to legislation, however there are
commercial and ﬁnancial beneﬁts for those businesses that tackle the agenda. These beneﬁts can
be realised through:
•
•
•
•

Reduced operating costs
Positive reputational beneﬁts
Access to new markets
Competitive diﬀerentiator
ESL Environmental & Energy Management takes the pressures of complicated and unwieldy
reporting away, allowing you to concentrate on running your business. We sit alongside your
business and work to keep in check, environmentally and for energy eﬃciency perspective.

Engineering Sustainable Future

What We Offer
• Initial Energy Audit & Report
• Environmental & Energy
Management Systems
• Assistance with policy
• Annual Review Document

•
•
•
•
•

Policy & Procedure Review
Your Consultant
LED Lighting
Energy Monitoring
PV & Battery Storage

Initial Energy Audit and Report

Your Consultant

Energy & Environmental Management
Systems

LED Lighting

Assistance with policy

Energy Monitoring

Annual Review Document

PV & Battery Storage

We provide a full report and understanding of
the current performance of your energy use and
impact on the environment. Defining
recommendations for energy cost savings.

Strategic planning for a comprehensive energy
management plan, includes defining essential
components to either creating or enhancing
your energy management program.
We are continually reviewing and understanding
any legislation changes to energy management
and environmental impact. These changes will
be reviewed within the context of your business
and changes that may need to be applied.
An Annual Review setting out the work we've
done and how we've implemented changes to
your energy and environmental strategies.

A fully compliant consultant will be assigned
your business. Building a relationship with you
and your business. The consultant will be your
point of contact through the relationship.

ESL can provide a LED lighting survey that will
assist your business in deciding on the most
energy efficient and cost effective lighting
solutions for your business.
ESL can provide site energy monitoring services
for your business. Monitoring your energy usage
can help in deciding how to control and
efficiently use the available energy in your
facility.
Our aim will be to reduce the payback period of
any new or additional measures by maximising
usage of any low cost energy and or free energy.

For more information contact us @:

0191 7317572

info@electeksolutions.co.uk

www.electeksolutions.co.uk
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ESL Environmental & Energy Management delivers a comprehensive, 3 level packaged support for your business.
This allows you to choose a package that ﬁts your business.
ESL Environmental & Energy Management working on a minimum 12 month agreement with monthly payments.

Package Elements

Bronze

Silver

Gold

Initial Energy Audit & report
Environmental & Energy
Management Systems
Assistance with policy
Annual Review Document
Policy & Procedure Review
Your Consultant
Pre-Qualification
Questionnaires Assistance
24/7 Energy Advice
Monthly Bulletins
Dispute Investigations
Attendance at client meetings
Invitation to ESL presentations
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